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Abstract: Fog computing is a new computing paradigm for meeting ubiquitous massive access and latency-critical

applications by moving the processing capability closer to end users. The geographical distribution/floating features

with potential autonomy requirements introduce new challenges to the traditional methodology of network access

control. In this paper, a blockchain-enabled fog resource access and granting solution is proposed to tackle the

unique requirements brought by fog computing. The smart contract concept is introduced to enable dynamic, and

automatic credential generation and delivery for an independent offer of fog resources. A per-transaction negotiation

mechanism supports the fog resource provider to dynamically publish an offer and facilitates the choice of the

preferred resource by the end user. Decentralized authentication and authorization relieve the processing pressure

brought by massive access and single-point failure. Our solution can be extended and used in multi-access and

especially multi-carrier scenarios in which centralized authorities are absent.
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1 Introduction

Fog computing, as shown in Fig. 1, is an extension
of traditional cloud-based computing model, which
selectively moves computing, storage, communication,
control, and decision making closer to the network
edge where data are being generated. Similar with
edge computing concept, fog computing can relieve the
limitations in current network infrastructure and better
support mission-critical, data-dense use cases.

Fog computing is often erroneously called edge
computing, but there are key differences. As its
name suggests, fog is geographically distributed with
uncertainty and instability, similar to the real fog that
floats everywhere without a fixed shape. As for the
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edge concept, it always means relatively static or stable
resources, which are typically deployed at certain places,
e.g., a central office.

In a word, federating and floating are the key
differences between the fog and edge nodes rather than
physical location. In fog cases, the geo-distributed fog
resources are federated as a ubiquitous resource pool.
In addition, different fog nodes may work together to
support collaborative tasks, e.g., Augmented Reality
(AR) mobility, robot teamwork, and distributed storage.
Services or applications can be unaware of any specific
fog node that provides resources and where it is. To some
extent, edge computing can also be considered as a type
of fog computing.

2 Technical challenge

In contrast with traditional cloud computing, several

Fig. 1 Fog computing.
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unique features bring quite different problems in
fog computing scenarios. First, each fog node
must authenticate the requestor and verify its right
to access the fog resources. In traditional cloud
computing, normally an access entrance is responsible
for all authentication and authorization actions.
This centralized access entrance performs a unified
authentication and authorization procedure, which
means that each subscriber usually uses a static
password/key to access corresponding resources until
they intend or are required to change the password/key.
In addition, the price of a resource usually is static
and unified no matter when the subscriber requests that
resource unit. A similar phenomenon occurs in a telecom
network: all resources for upper-layer applications are
deployed behind an access gateway that is responsible
for performing authentication/authorization/accounting
functions. All the resources belong to the operator and a
uniform access offer is provided.

In fog scenarios, fog resources are physically located
on the network edge, which is beyond the traditional
access gateway, e.g., broadband network gateway and
mobile management entity entities. Basically, traffic
must undergo a round trip through an access gateway,
because the edge/fog node cannot perform access
control. In addition, different fog nodes may belong
to different vendors, and even an individual can share
spare resources on a residential gateway or WLAN
AP and make these entities work as fog nodes. These
different fog providers may have to perform autonomous
access control and independent charging actions. To
some extent, fog providers must build their own access
control infrastructure. On the other hand, fog node
providers may decide their own price for a resource
according to the cost, time, node status, and even
personal preference. The subscribers have more choices
on fog nodes/providers, and therefore may choose more
cost-effective nodes to fulfill their requirements. During
the entire fog resource access and granting procedure,
several issues emerge.

2.1 Fog node identity and target node selection

How can a subscriber or application client be helped at
performing authentication with target fog nodes, given

that these fog nodes are geographically distributed?
In cloud computing, we usually use one uniform and
centralized authentication entrance for a subscriber to
apply a cloud resource. The cloud subscribers normally
do not care about where the cloud resource is. However,
in fog computing, subscribers must choose the proper
fog node to fulfill their requirements (computing, storage,
latency, price, etc.). In fog computing, subscribers need
to know which fog node they chose and its location.
This means the subscriber or application client needs to
access and submit requests to the targeted fog, and the
fog node should perform an authentication procedure
and then grant corresponding resources. The procedure
is quite different from traditional cloud computing.

2.2 Dynamic credential for each transaction

In fog computing, one subscriber may submit resource
requests to different fog nodes. This means the subscriber
should submit different credential keys when requesting
different fog nodes. While in a cloud computing scenario,
a subscriber usually only maintains one credential for a
cloud resource request. When many potential fog nodes
are available, how can a flexible/reliable authentication
methodology be designed for a subscriber to access a
targeted fog node?

2.3 Dynamic independent offer provision

In fog computing, different fog nodes may provide
different resource offers to requesters. For example, fog
node A may offer its 1 GB storage space and charge
1 dollar per hour, while fog node B may charge more
or less for the same resource offer. How to support
independent fog resource granting is a unique problem
in fog computing.

2.4 Authentication and resource offering

In typical fog scenarios, the resource access and granting
may be performed with per-transaction granularity.
When a subscriber intends to access specific resources
from fog node A, he must trigger a new transaction
and obtain a specific credential that is only valid
during the duration indicated by the transaction profile.
After the expiration time, the subscriber should
trigger a new transaction process and submit new
credentials for resource access. Each time, the fog
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node must verify different access credentials, even for
requirements from the same subscriber. In this sense, the
authentication/validation process and resource offering
process must be integrated to guarantee per-transaction
level fog resource access control and grant, instead of
the single subscriber authentication procedure. How can
the authentication and resource offering or granting be
combined into one procedure?

3 Related work

As mentioned above, a cloud infrastructure provider
uses one uniform authentication portal/entrance for all
requests. The resource consumers usually do not (need
not) know the specific location, e.g., which blade server
eventually provides the computing or storage resources.
Therefore, no authentication requirement between the
resource requestor and the specific server provides
the resources. In addition, concurrent requests from
millions of subscribers bring great pressure to the central
server, which suffers a potential risk of high processing
latency and a single point of failure. To handle these
issues, operators always must invest more to improve the
capability of the central infrastructure.

Many researchers have investigated how to use
blockchain technologies to tackle access control issues
during specific scenarios.

Fernández-Caramés and Fraga-Lamas[1] gave a
thorough review on how to adapt blockchain to the
specific needs of the IoT to develop Blockchain-based
IoT (BIoT) applications. After describing the basics
of blockchain, the most relevant BIoT applications
were described to emphasize how blockchain can affect
traditional cloud-centered IoT applications. Current
challenges and possible optimizations are also detailed
regarding many aspects that affect the design,
development, and deployment of BIoT applications.
Pinno et al.[2] designed an architecture that includes a
secure way of creating relationships, assigning attributes
for them, and using them in the access control.

Smart-contract methodologies are naturally adopted
by many researchers and used to publish IoT access
offer as presented in Refs. [3--6]. In order to implement
access permission propagation, Xu et al.[7] proposed
the BlendCAC methodology. A robust, identity-based

capability token management strategy was used to
exploit a smart contract for registration, propagation, and
revocation of the access authorization. In the proposed
BlendCAC scheme, IoT devices are their own master to
control their resources instead of being supervised by a
centralized authority.

There are also some initiatives on leveraging block-
chain to support distributed access or multi-access to
different carrier networks, as described in Refs. [8--11].
Aiming to provide finer access control, Chen et al.[12]

proposed a location-aware authentication scheme using
smart contracts to ensure that IoT devices can securely
perform Wi-Fi network authentication. The scheme
adopts the concept of secondary authentication and
consists of two phases: the registration phase, which is
mainly designed to complete the generation of the public
and private keys and to link the device information with
its related device information; and the authentication
phase, which is mainly designed to determine whether
the requesting device is within a legal location range.
The smart contract is used to ensure the credibility and
irreparability of the authentication process.

Using the blockchain methodology to facilitate the
transaction of digital assets, including electronic tickets,
valuable data, and knowledge, is a straightforward
idea. Lin et al.[13] proposed a Peer-to-Peer (P2P)
knowledge market to make knowledge tradable in
the edge-AI-enabled IoT. Moreover, they developed
a knowledge consortium blockchain for secure and
efficient knowledge management and trading for
the market, which includes a new cryptographic
currency knowledge coin, smart contracts, and a new
consensus mechanism proof of trading. In addition, a
noncooperative, game-based knowledge pricing strategy
with incentives for the market was proposed.

From our perspective, fog resources, including
computing and memory, are also a type of network
resource and face various security threats. The
geo-distributed, autonomy features of fog nodes
bring the unique requirements of decentralized and
independent access control, which means that a fog
node may perform the access control and resource
granting locally and independently, rather than using
a conventional centralized authentication point with a
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unified price/policy as well.

4 Blockchain-enabled fog resource access

The existing access authentication and resource granting
solutions in cloud computing are not adaptive to the
unique requirements of geographically distributed fog
nodes. For example, it cannot support peer-to-peer
authentication between a requestor/subscriber and a
provider/fog node. In addition, it lacks the capability of
secure access with a traceable and irreversible record.

As a core component of the Bitcoin system[14], the
blockchain maintains a distributed database that records
all transaction data using blocks of special data structures
and prevents tampering with historical data. Blockchain
attracts considerable attention from academics and
practitioners, such as those in finance, healthcare, and
government, because of its unique attributes, such as
distribution, security, anonymity, privacy, and tamper
resistance.

The smart contract is the key concept of the blockchain
2.0 system. A smart contract is an executable code
that runs on the blockchain to facilitate, execute, and
enforce the terms of an agreement between untrusted
parties. It can be considered a system that releases
digital assets to all or some of the involved parties
once the predefined rules have been met. Compared
to traditional contracts, smart contracts do not rely
on a trusted third party to operate, resulting in low
transaction costs.

Addressing the unique challenges and requirements
presented above, a smart-contract-based fog resource
access and granting mechanism is proposed to enable

decentralized authentication and independent resource
offering and granting for each fog node. The entire
procedure is shown in Fig. 2.

A smart contract is actually a self-executing contract
with the terms of the agreement between buyer and seller
being directly written into lines of code. In our case, a
typical smart contract consists of a fog resource offer
with a segment of self-executing code that can generate
and deliver a secret access key automatically when the
contract is triggered. Every fog node submits its smart
contract onto the distributed, decentralized blockchain
network.

If a subscriber tries to apply the resources of a fog
node, he can check the contract from the blockchain.
When the subscriber fulfills the terms of the contract
and triggers the execution of the contract (for example,
enforcing a digital transaction), the self-executing code
in the contract will generate a unique secret access
key for that subscriber, encrypt it with the subscriber’s
public key, and then deliver it to the subscriber. All
the transaction information, including the access profile,
will be recorded on the blockchain, which is traceable
and irreversible.

The subscriber decrypts the secret access key and uses
it to access the targeted fog node resource. The access
profile indicates the number of leased resources, their
duration, and their scale. The resource entrance of the
target fog node (e.g., the IP address of the VM instance
created and reserved for tenants/subscribers) may also
be delivered to the subscriber, along with the access key.

When a fog node is receiving requests with a secret
access key, it will check and verify the key, as well as its

Fig. 2 Working procedure of fog resource access.
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access profile locally or on the blockchain. The access
authentication and resource granting procedure can be
implemented simultaneously.

Alternatively, as shown in Fig. 3, when the subscriber
cannot perform a blockchain relative operation and
interact with the target fog node, an agent may be
deployed on the network access point devices (typically
a residential gateway, wireless access point, or base
station) to represent the subscriber and interact with
the blockchain system and fog nodes. In this case, the
access network can help the subscriber to request fog
resources, and the subscriber may be unaware of any
specific fog node that provides the resources, as well as
its location.

5 Smart contract design and implementation

The smart contract concept is introduced to enable
dynamic, automatic credential generation and delivery
for independent fog resource access and granting. In
our design, a smart contract is a series of software
codes intended to digitally facilitate, verify, or enforce
the negotiation or performance of a contract on fog
resource access and granting. A private blockchain was
built up with several Go-Ethereum clients[15], which
serve as miner nodes and transform the devices into an
Ethereum node[16]. When a fog node is willing to share
its resources, it can submit an independent lease contract
on the Ethereum-based blockchain.

The lease contract is a segment of executable code,
and it defines how the contract is to be performed. In
Fig. 4, a simple storage lease contract is given as an
example. In this contract, when a caller sends a certain
number of digital coins to the provider, which means
the terms of the agreement are fulfilled, corresponding
events are triggered automatically, and a unique secret

key is generated based on the identity/address of the
caller. Then, the secret key is encrypted with the caller’s
public key to enable secure delivery, as shown in Step 3
of Fig. 2.

The lease contract is posted on the blockchain with the
signature of the resource provider (fog node in this case).
Each step of the contract performance must be confirmed
with the executor’s signature, which can guarantee the
non-repudiation. As with the classic blockchain concept,
all the contract records are added and stored in the linear
linked block.

In addition, the entire blockchain is maintained
by thousands/millions of miners, and any miner can
verify each transaction or contract execution using
the corresponding counterparty’s public key. Therefore,
all the transactions and contracts are traceable and
irreversible.

Each resource provider can have its own contract,
which may be different from those of other fog nodes.
Unlike common cloud policy, each fog node can
independently provide its own resource offer on the
blockchain.

During the execution of the smart contract, a
unique secret key for the subscriber is automatically
generated, and it can only be decrypted by the subscriber.
Compared with the traditional cloud solution in which
usually only one key is given to a subscriber, a smart-
contract-based solution supports each subscriber to use
different secret keys when accessing different fog nodes.
The entire procedure is performed reliably without the
need of a trusted authority or central server.

The smart contract is maintained on the blockchain
by all the miner nodes, and the subscriber can invoke
or trigger the performance of a contract by external
interfaces, e.g., Web API and Wallet client. As shown in
Fig. 5, one miner node can submit the update request of

Fig. 3 Fog agent deployed on access devices.
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Fig. 4 Simple storage lease contract.

Fig. 5 Transaction submitted and committed.

the specific contract, and then the transaction is executed
and committed by the entire blockchain. Similarly,
when a fog node wants to verify a secret key from
a specific subscriber, it can request any miner node
of the blockchain. In contrast with the traditional
centralized solution, our decentralized solution relieves
the issues brought by a single point of failure, e.g.,
massive concurrent requests, high processing latency,
data monopoly, and privacy violation.

6 Conclusion and future work

Fog computing plays a crucial role in satisfying the
requirements of delay-sensitive applications, such as
VR, AR, and industrial production lines. Fog nodes
are also a type of network resource, but they have
unique characteristics: geo-distributed, autonomous,
and independent offerings. Traditional network control
and resource granting methodologies usually assume
that the relevant resources are placed behind a certain

authentication/accounting point, which may not be
suitable for fog computing cases. Furthermore, in some
cases, fog nodes may belong to different owners or
individuals who would sell the resources at a very
different price and may dynamically adjust the resource
offer. Addressing these new requirements, we propose a
smart-contract-based fog resource access and granting
mechanism to enable decentralized authentication and
independent resource offering/granting for each fog
node.

In the next stage, our solution will be extended to
network access, especially multi-carriers and multi-
access scenarios, to support independent network
selection and access across different carriers/operators
without any centralized authority.
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